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Vice-President Ken Munford N7KM opened the meeting at 7:30
pm. He welcomed everyone and explained why the president was
not present. There were 19 people in attendance.
The minutes were posted on the club website ( www.rcarc.info )
and were read and approved.
Ken explained the scoring process for the contest held during the
past month. Ken used Dick Parker K7ZI's list of contacts. After
discussion the members agreed to repeat the exercise next month.
Dick Parker demonstrated fiberglass poles that can be used for
multiple purposes but make great poles to support wire antennas.
The poles are available at “ham4less” website.
Sylvia Clements KB7UMU reminded the group of the club
breakfast at IHOP Saturday 9 am. She wanted a count of those
attending.
Ken introduced Dennis Porter KA7QJN, Bruce Clement KF7EXH,
Jeff Zwang AC7MO and a brand new Extra Class Darrel Olmsted
W7DRO..
Ken introduced Trevor Pollock. Trevor's presentation was on solar
power.
Trevor presented a history solar panels. The first panel was
developed in 1930. He stated that solar panels are made of
photovoltaic cells. There are several types :
Single Crystal (monocrystalline) Silicon most efficient and most
expensive
Poly Crystal (multicrystalline) Silicon

. (thin-film) Silicon flat material that is very flexible but
Amorphous
not as efficient as polycrystalline and the least expensive.
Trevor explained that in a solar generation systems 2 types of
diodes needed: 1) to keep the battery from discharging is
called a blocking diode. 2) to protect the cells from too much
current is called a bypass diode. Solar cells are built in
modules and modules make a panel. Panels can be connected
to increase voltage or parallel to increase current.
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Trevor mentioned that batteries do not storage electricity.
Electricity is converted into chemical storage. There are three types
of batteries.
Liquid - electrolyte, such a car battery. They need tilation, they can
spill and need to be refilled.
Gel - Sealed with approximately 3 lbs of silicon gel. It has lower
amperage for a longer time.
Fiber Mat (aka AGM) - sealed battery, higher voltage but needs
good control. Never exceed a 50% discharge.
There are also three categories of batteries: Automotive, Marine or
RV and Deep Cycle which includes flooded used in golf carts.Gel
which will last 5 to 8 yrs of service life and the AGM.
Trevor mentioned that shelf life usually has a discharge rate from 1
to 5 %. The best charge rate should be no more that 10% of the total
capacity of the battery. To check the state of charge the battery
needs to be at rest for 6-12 hrs. A fully charge battery should read
12.7/12.8 volts.
Lf operating with a battery it is necessary to “power budget”.
Estimated operating time is 24 hours. If receive current is 1A times
24 hrs you need 24 AH battery. Transmit current is 8A for a total of
6 hours (based on a 25% transmit duty cycle) you need a 48AH
battery. Overall a minimum of a 72 AH battery will be needed.
However it is good to allow 1.5 overage. 72 times 1.5 is 108 AH
battery should handle any need. Batteries measuring 10.5 v will be
fully discharge.
Trevor discussed the need and process for using charge controllers.
There are three types of controllers:
Division Controller – runs unregulated. It does drain excess current.
PWM (Pulse Width Modulation) Controller – Uses
voltage spikes to charge MPP Tracking (Maximum Power Point) –
Can use higher array voltage 24-48V and it can be placed at a
greater distance from the array and compensate for wire loss.
There were questions and comments that followed.
The meeting was adjourned at 8:55 pm.
Respectfully submitted;
Bill Stenger K6QOG

Secretary

Look at the pages below for a
couple of good ideas on solar.

